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In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t
use a simple average. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later.
George D 5.0 out of 5 stars Part II has a nice guide on new abilities but as far as a guide for each of
the fifteen missions, it divides the mission with a step by step of how to go through the mission with
little windows into what you can expect to see along the way. This is especially helpful if you want to
attempt to complete the mission by a different method.Of course, the game is somewhat open ended
within each mission. I often found myself going different routes than the guide suggests, but even
then, the suggestions made by the book are valuable. Note that this covers both the base game and
the expansion, which makes it a good value. Unless you already had the book for the base game.;I
have been playing this for over 10 years and never gets old!!! Although Westwood have been wound
up, there are servers available, after a quick search and download to play online against other
opponents.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Havent been That pdf was apparently put on the EA
ftp at some point. 0 Insert the disc into your disc drive and follow the onscreen instructions. If the
Autorun Once the game has been downloaded by EA Download Manager, click the install icon that
appears and.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Unless otherwise stated,
each patch version contains all of the updates from any previous version. Instead, they explode. Is
deployed from the Strategy Center. Decreased slots from 10 to 8. iii. Decreased included Tank
Hunters from 4 to 3. iv. Decreased health from 350 to 300 v. Decreased heal rate to 1%
nonupgraded and 2% upgraded. Previously, damage was slightly reduced after the second
upgrade.http://kardelendalgicpompa.com/uploadfiles/euro-pro-x-manual.xml

The Strategy Center is no longer required. Hackers would stop hacking if they were inside and a
Microwave Tank beam attacked it. Should only occur during incoming chat. This is fixed. It’ll return
if the user clicks “apply” in the options menu. Send a vehicle to this castle to gain the units they will
transfer ownership to the player if he gets close. You gain 14 units. If you garrison the castle with
any more than 14, the game will crash. There are 26 slots available in the castle. This is now fixed.
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Her own strucutures now don’t damage by her patriot. Certain players may use them as exploits.
Dont have an account. Sign up for free! The most common causes of this issue areUsing GameFAQs
regularly with these browsers can cause temporary and even permanent IP blocks due to these
additional requests. This triggers our antispambot measures, which are designed to stop automated
systems from flooding the site with traffic. Continued use of these apps may cause your IP to be
blocked indefinitely. There is no official GameFAQs app, and we do not support nor have any contact
with the makers of these unofficial apps. Please fill out the CAPTCHA below and then click the
button to indicate that you agree to these terms. Continued abuse of our services will cause your IP
address to be blocked indefinitely.FAQ Bookmarks Access and manage the bookmarks you have
added to different guides. Bounty Write a guide for a Most Wanted game, get cash. Game Companies
A list of all the companies that have developed and published games. Game Credits A list of all the
people and groups credited for all the games we know of. Most Wanted The Top 100 popular games
without full Guides on GameFAQs. My Games Build your game collection, track and rate games.
Rankings A list of games ranked by rating, difficulty, and length as chosen by our users. Top 100 The
Top 100 most popular games on GameFAQs today. Whats New New games, guides, reviews, and
more. All rights reserved. Hello Generals!

We all know that frustrating moment as a GLA player to lose a worker right before his tunnel site
was completed. As a China player it is sometimes easy to run over enemy workers at the beginning,
denying an early spreading of tunnels whereas against other enemies you are always a.Attention,
commanders!Our Zero Hour expert player HerB has published the most complete and indepth
vChina guide the world has ever seen. Take an hour off to read through that masterpiece consistent
of over 30 pages pure expert knowledge and advanced tips.This guide is both for beginners to
get.After his recent in depth bootcamp about the three basic armies, USA, China and GLA, his new
series about team play strategies starts today. There will be additional.Hello Generals! How many
times have you faced your enemy invading your base by two Techincals and you were having a hard
time to find out which ones loaded with Terrorists. Countless times, right. Not anymore! FlameIORI
and.Enjoy! The Attack Move Function The Attack Move function allows you to command a unit to
head for a certain location like a regular command would. However, if the unit encounters an
enemy.Welcome Generals to a new Tip of the Week. This time you will be taught by the great
General Hackworth who was willing to share his expertise of warfare with us. Read what he has to
say!Very often in games against any GLA, you will stumble upon workers constructing a building
which you definitely.Welcome to the 123th TotW. This weeks tip will be a short but very useful tip
about a trick that has helped me countless times. I didnt know about this trick for most of my ZH
time and Im sure many others still dont know about it, so its time to share that knowledge. The trick
Im referring.This guide is about how to counter humvees as GLA and China. I’ve decided to write
this guide after yet another question about how to beat humvees.
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This question is by far the most asked question in the ZH section while being one of the most
complicated to answer.Written by OpsnyderGLAIn.Our strategy specialist Chimaera brings us two
matchup guides in video form. Get an insight into how he plays Gla vs Usa and Gla vs Nuke with
these informative first person vods, including commentary.Gla vs UsaGla vs NukeDiscuss Chimaeras
Video Tutorials in the Gla Strategies sectionMissile Defenders are the USA factions type of rocket
infantry. Because of his ability to laser lock targets, which increase his range and firing frequency,
he is the most feared anti vehicle infantry unit in the game. For further discussion on the Missile
Defender check out Sparkys terrific MD. Something went wrong. ZERO HOUR AddOn Apple MAC
25.99 11.99 postage or Best Offer Only 1 left.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice
Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Please note that this section assumes that you are using the
version of World Builder released with the Zero Hour expansion pack to Generals. If youre just
looking to learn the basics, then check out our Basic World Builder Tutorial. For help
troubleshooting issues with World Builder, first visit the World Builder FAQ page. If the problem
youre having isnt addressed there, our forums are a good place to try next. Some basic information
about scripting is also covered. I have been playing this for over 10 years and never gets old!!!
Although Westwood have been wound up, there are servers available, after a quick search and
download to play online against other opponents. Fill the buildings on thePrevent GLA units from
destroying them, both duringMove your units throughGet a Command. Center up, then use your
Generals points to get the Paladin and the spy droneUse your battleship and carrier to
blastMeanwhile, load the rest of your soldiers intoThe majority of the GLA attack force will come
from this side, so stay alert.
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Reinforcements will continue to arrive along with the supply trucks. GatherClear out the bunkers
and. Stinger Sites on the way to the northern bridge, then cross it and eliminateThe trucks will
follow this pathOnce the trucks have made it to the warehouse, a Construction Dozer will arriveGet
the Paladin and spy drone upgrades, and use theYour battleship and carrierJust keep findingIf you
want to use a ground force, knock yourself out. Just watch out for Demo. Traps theyre spread all
around the city and the hills. Bring a Sentry Drone. If anyone can help that would be great! Thanks!
Download DirectX 9.0c redistributable from June 2010 from Microsoft’s official website. This setup
will extract the necessary files to the folder of your choosing. Once the setup closes, open the folder
to which you extracted the files. Run DXSETUP.exe as administrator and follow the instructions on
the screen. Restart your computer. Optional Remove the folder with extracted DirectX setup files if
you wish to conserve space. Thats why I make sure to always mention that Im just here to help. If my
answer helped you, please give XP. And if an answer solved your problem, be sure to accept it as
solution. I will not help with game questions sent as private messages; those questions belong on the
boards where everyone can see my answers. Do you have any other idea what I can do. Thank you so
much! Unfortunately I have done all the steps that Plokite has said, it did not solve the issue. I have
also restarted the same and reinstalled it, also it keeps on giving me the same problem. So, would
you recommend me to do something else. Thank you so much in advance. There are 2 possible
reasons for this problem. You have old video drivers. Reinstall the game. There are 2 types of
mismatch shortly after match start and later in midgame. Make sure everyone in the game is using
the same version of the mod and is not using any file modifications or cheats.
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Some special multiplayer maps make mapspecific modifications. Players have to exit and restart
Zero Hour in order to fix this mismatch. The midgame mismatch can be caused by coding errors
which we fix with new releases and the poorly programmed game engine which allows mismatches
to occur randomly without any obvious reason and does not give any mismatch logs for us to
analyze. We have to deal with it. This bug is connected with game Just dont exit the game when
playing with allies. If it happened, you can fix it this way destroy all Command Centers It happens
sometimes when you exit to Windows and return to game. It is fixed this wayIf you are playing as
GLA and you dont see your special powers inside, you have to build. Command Truck from Factory
your first building as GLA. The problem is solved with DatGen. Put it into Zero Hour folder and run it
once. It will not If it doesnt work, reinstall Zero Hour. Contra since 003 use rank restrictions. You
cannot build strategy centers, super Most buildings and units are unlocked There can be 2 possible
reasons. First. You use unfinished Finish your multiplayer map or You probably tried to install the
mod manually.A clean reinstall will fix any corrupted Zero Hour folder. It happens someimes. The
reason is unknown, but it is connected with Shellmap. You can turn off Shellmap to avoid this. This
is all. Shellmap will be replaced with a splash screen and the game will load faster. You try to start a
skirmish or multiplayer. You switch to unofficial maps it crashes. It does not even show you the list
of maps. You installed too many maps or some of them are corrupted. I recommend to leave the
maps you want to play now and You try to start a skirmish or multiplayer. Loading process starts and
crashes. The map you selected is not adopted for Contra. Try another one. If you want to record
correct replay, do not use restart button. It will solve the problem.Set screen resolution you need,
save the file and start the game.

Everything will work properly if your video card supports new resolution.We have a very simple fix
for you. Press Esc, go to Options and just click Accept. You will now have your audio back.While still
in LAN lobby, click on Create Game, then go Back to the LAN lobby and your ghost will disappear
from the game you were trying to join.If you are getting triangular graphics glitch, that one is not
caused by your video drivers. Try disabling Heat Effects in Custom settings and reducing Particle
Cap.Your installation might be corrupted and a clean reinstall is required. In the future I will also
create a guide for Windows 7. If it does not help you fix your problem or does not answer your
question, write a comment on the YouTube video so I can help you. Click here to watch the video on
YouTube. We delete comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion



threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy.By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Please help us continue to
provide you with our trusted howto guides and videos for free by whitelisting wikiHow on your ad
blocker. If you really can’t stand to see another ad again, then please consider supporting our work
with a contribution to wikiHow. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including books and
audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. For Later 0% 0% found this
document useful, Mark this document as useful 0% 0% found this document not useful, Mark this
document as not useful Embed Share Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 22 Search inside document
Browse Books Site Directory Site Language English Change Language English Change Language.
Email This email address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.
Date 27 November, 2003. Version 2.0Appendix I. Feedback InformationIt will also give OK, lets
begin.

http://www.naturapreserved.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16283
f9bcbbdfa---Buderus-manual.pdf

As you can The single player walkthroughs are oriented to the Medium Difficulty. At Added a new
submitters tip. Version 1.9. Added Appendix I Feedback Information. Version 1.8. Added a
submitters tip to China Missions 4 and 5. Version 1.7. Corrected some silly mistakes. Version 1.6.
Added a chapter called More Tips. Version 1.5. Added Chapter 3 The Sides. Version 1.4. Added
Chinese Missions 35. Version 1.3. Added Chinese Missions 1 and 2. Version 1.2. Completed the GLA
Campaign. Version 1.1. Added the GLA Campaign. The Missions are not completed
though.Apparently, the Blue Team is supposed to be the good guys in the Command It is also the
team Many units can make The air power of In fact, a lot of units in reality GLA The Greedy Green
Team. They finally have a GREEN Team for a change. Green is my favorite color, heh heh heh.. Since
Tiberian Sun, there was only the battle between the Blue Team and The Global Liberation. Army is a
multinational terrorist organization based in Kazakhstan. They Using the Palace and the Black
Market, Of course, these terrorists have a lot of China The Readyonthemove Red Team. Thats where
I live, heh heh heh.. It has been a tradition of the Command and Conquer series that the Red. Team
is the evil team of the game, For example, Brotherhood of Nod, Soviets But this time, they are the
good guys. The Peoples. Republic of China is certainly becoming more and more powerful these
days. With a population of about 1.3 billion, China certainly has a very large The GLA is still actively
using those chemical warheads from their Baikonur. Facility. They have started to launch those
chemical warheads into US bases Europe. Your mission is to destroy the launch facility. Factions.
Friends. Blue USA. Enemies. Green GLA. After this news report by BNN a hybrid of BBC and CNN, I
suppose Heh They have given you 2 sets of 5 of. Missile Defenders and Rangers. Load them into the
2 Humvees. Tip! More about Humvees.

As a practice, always load 2 pathfinders anti infantry and 3 Missile. Defenders for all rounded
support. This should work on single player, LAN Some foolhardy rebels will come over to engage
you. Pick them off. Then You will come Then, at the same Now, kill all units and destroy all
structures guarding the train station Now, the train will arrive, load your best units into the 2 train
cars, When you reach Background. While the USA is performing the crackdown on the GLA, they are
also Your mission is to GLA troops in the area. The navy is supporting you in this area. The opening
cutscene features many battleships firing on the GLA units Move your troops to the warehouse,
using the battleships to take out the By the time you secure the warehouse, more units While you
are at it, call in the battleships to Base Defense Tip! What to garrison in a Fire Base. Always garrison
one pathfinder and 3 Missile Defender in each Fire Base. The Pathfinder can pick your enemys
infantry off, while the missile Now, the business of destroying the GLA base is well, easy peasy! Just
Artillery Barrage, and you can use it sooooo frequently. Easy! I tell you, Background. Having
successfully protected the supply convoys to deliver their aid in. Somalia, the USA army has found
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top secret documents related to the GLA They have identified the location of Your mission is to send
in Colonel Burtons team to take out this facility. Red China. In the start of this mission, we will be
treated to a hilarious cutscene Meanwhile, Chinese Secret Agent Black. Lotus will be dropped off on
the other side of the river, she brags about The race is on! No, this is not the Amazing Race, its just
Mission 3. As soon as you can get control of your troops, snipe at the infantry while. Colonel Burton
destroys the Radar Vans before they can squish you all flat. As you may have probably already
noticed, there are just so many garrisoned Leave the infantry to the pathfinders, You will reach the
PrisonerofWar camp.

There will be a cut scene. Colonel. Black Lotus will then start capturing the GLA buildings in the
camp opposite How can she do that! Those GLA troops must So, take everything out in the POW
camp, and some rangers will come out Go north, and you will come to To the northwest is a second
POW Notice this strange tank there. Its a microwave tank, good to disable Tip! A new way to clear
garrisoned buildingsNow that you have the microwave tank, you can continuously disable and Have
fun! When you reach Now, Colonel Burton will The avalanche really. WILL bury the lab forever.
Mission Complete! Background. Information recovered from the Chemical Lab confirms that GLA
really is The US suspects that the GLA. General codenamed Dr. Thrax is behind all of this. Dr. Thrax
is an elusive Intelligence sources have traced his funding to oil fields in Iran, your Factions. Yellow
Misguided civilian population. This mission begins with a lovely air show over the skies of the
Amisbad. Oil Fields. The Quad Cannons are busy trying to shoot those planes, but Now that we have
landed, the airstrip Discouraging Tip! You had better not try to garrison the buildings, or When you
are playing as GLA over the LAN or internet, always try to reach Now, build fire bases loaded with
Missile Defenders and Pathfinders on Tip! How many Avengers and Paladins do I need Regardless of
offline games or online games, it would be wise to build However, these China. While you are
building your base, you will be informed that a neighboring Colonel Burton Microwave Tanks to ding
them out! Ha ha ha! If you are playing on medium difficulty or above, there will be a SCUD. Storm
built, luckily, it is in an outer area of the main base, so use a So, I guess you should kill enough units
After that, I suggest you let Colonel Burton Now, its time to build an attacking force. I recommend
attacking from Already. Send in as many Paladins as you like, but build at least 15 of Some Humvees
with.

Pathfinders and Missile Defenders inside can also support your advance. Wipe them out, all of them.
Although Lieutanent Eva may suggest that you Apart from this, reinforcements will also be
airdropped in periodically. Use those units if you are short of cash. Attack from the east entrance,
Wipe them out! All of them! Caution! Highly Explosive Humvees. When a Humvee is destroyed, the
infantry inside all die. So, when you notice Background. Dr. Thrax has been tracked to a city, name
unknown. He now orchestrates He has now managed to perfect a new and dangerous Anthrax
Gamma is a new, powerful Your mission, is to capture Factions. Brown GLA Rebels. Green Dr. Thrax.
The starting cutscene shows a satellite codenamed Powers tracking the Then, a lot of funny little
missiles You are now left to play. Just build your base, and defend it with the Tip! Info about Dr.
Thrax. Before we begin, I must state what is so unique about Dr. Thrax. Dr. Thrax His rebels and
terrorists are all packed Dr. Thrax is so obsessed with Chemical Weapons that even his tunnel
networks Gamma! So, he is the only general who can reduce infantry to lovely pink Ugh! Disgusting!
Fortunately, he has a weakness, Tip! Busting Bunkers. The enemy likes to ambush attackers from
inside the Toxin Networks, upgrade Anyway, this One thing I find it funny This toxin tractor then did
a lot of loop the loops in midair, but managed Its crazy, I tell you. Well, those people To the east of
your base, are a GLA camp that wishes to Rebel against Dr. Thrax. This is because they are all fed up
with his obsession with chemical The Launchpads are somewhere Just watch out for their sneak
attacks. Build a particle cannon, and some Aurora Bombers. You will need the Auroras Cannon is
ready, use a spy satellite to reveal the area surrounding the Then, ambush the rebels in and capture
those 2 missile Tip! Aurora Bombers and Economy. As you can see, Aurora Bombers are a



supersonic aircraft.

They cannot be Unfortunately, after dropping their Bombers lost. Thats why, if you are using
Auroras, make sure you target The other pair of launch pads is more heavily guarded. I suggest you
make Rebel Ambushing the missiles and capturing them.Thrax, GLA leaders have decided to stop
trying to protect this deranged However, neither the USA or the Chinese could really breakthrough
to The GLA leaders promise a continued war Your mission is to protect the GLA leader Factions. Red
Our Great Leader. After the news report by ARC the GLA equivalent of AlJazzera I suppose. Heh heh
heh. You will be treated to this cut scene where some USA Humvees However, they were a little
unlucky. They suffered some traffic accidents. One Humvee crashed into a truck that. Our leader is
safe, for now. You are now left to play. Salvage the resources to upgrade your vehicles. Tip! Salvage
Preferences. When ever you destroy enemy vehicles, always salvage them to units in this Move
southeast, engaging the enemies on the way. Cross the bridge, and you will be treated to more
salvage crates, as well Cool Tip! Which Bikers shall I use When using combat cycles, always load
them in this order. This is because, loading RPG Troopers in those bikes make them much more It is
much There are some patrols to the northeast, and thats the path we have to Then, you can easily
surprise all of those Once your base is liberated, build some Maruader Tanks, and upgrade them If
any of your combat bikes are damaged, just. Cross the bridge when you have recovered from your
losses. There are 3 As you can see, the USA aerodrome is guarded by 2 Fire Bases. Send in your
Accomplished! The cause lives on. The USAs hunt for the GLA General Dr. Thrax, who the GLA has
discredited GLA leaders have been killed. This results in a complete power vacuum, One of the
splinter groups Factions. Brown Prince Kossad. This mission starts with a lone rocket buggy
codenamed recon1 patrolling You got it wrong this time, EA.

You better refresh your Geography!. Suddenly, a tank appeared out of At this point you will be
introduced to the man called Prince Kossad, you Tip! Info on Prince Kossad. Prince Kossad is the
stealth general of the 3 talented GLA generals. He Prince Kossad is a stealth general, but However,
he has many All structures can be hidden by camo netting, Rebels and base defenses are all
camouflaged to start with. The hijacker Seems a very terrifying foe, eh. Not really! Prince. Kossad
has a vital weakness. It is that he CANNOT make use any tanks or Now, you start with some demo
traps and a couple of workers and a command You have 3 Radar Vans to start with, and you can use
the Radar Scan thrice! Watchful Tip! Abusing the Radar Scan. Always build Radar Vans in quantity
when you play a multiplayer game. Then Radar Vans can Now, as you build your base, continuously
scan the map for his troops. Build a force of Marauder Tanks, Toxin Tractors, Quad Cannons and.
Technicals filled with Rebels. You can know go hunting. Take a Jarmen Kell Move into the town to
the north, there are some RPG Troopers here and there, Do the same with the Tunnel. Network.
Continue to go north, and you will eventually reach their first You now have As soon as you have
captured the command center, build some Stinger Sites There is an extra supply dock to the west of
your base. Send workers there Now, send in Toxin Tractors to clear those 2 bunkers across the
bridge, Jarmen Kell Along.Kill everyone, taking care Fast Tip! Catch me if you canThis way, you
Then, there should always be rockets flying in the air! Now, we have to quickly build a team of bomb
trucks, this is because, Prince. Kossad will have built a SCUD Storm any minute now, and you will
have 5 If he really has built a SCUD Storm, perform Then bomb truck the After that, you can just
continue to sneak attack Prince Kossads Command Center and destroy it. Just watch out or the
Bunkers Background.

It is now revealed that the GLA is once united again. A powerful commander Factions. You start with
a small force of RPG Troopers, Rebels and Hijackers along You will find another Tunnel Network,
use it to transport troops to the Now, go north west, there are 3 crusader tanks, Jarmen Kell is Use
Jarmen. Kell on the Firebases. I made a new discovery here. Tip! Weakness of the Fire Base
Exploited! I found out that, a fire base can be destroyed in 3 shots by Jarmen Kell. So, whenever you



are playing against a USA player, feel free to snipe at See those Cold Fusion Reactors. Send Rebels
to capture them. Now, guard Notice this island to the northeast. Thats your next stop on this.
Mediterranean cruise, send your Crusaders, Jarmen Kell, Technicals and Clean the town up, steal
Kill everyone and liberate it! With the Arms Dealer in hand, feel free to build some Marauder Tanks.
Upgrade them with salvage crates. There is another island to the northeast Now, head northeast,
Missiles, so you should destroy these units before you attempt to go through. Now, as for the
Bunkers, use the Particle Cannon and your lone tomahawk When they are all destroyed, send your
Kill the remnants of the enemy guarding the base, and the base is yours. Start pumping out workers
to build an Arms Dealer, more Black Markets and You are now ready for the assault on the main
base. At this point, there I suggest the latter. But before The best method is to send in Jarmen Kell.
Sneak him in with your tunnel Fire the Particle Cannon Accomplished! After the destruction of its
aircraft carrier USS Reagan, the USA has The ultimate hope would Your mission is to raid the
Western USA Coastal. Toxin Facility and to steal 20 samples of toxin, so that you may have more
Factions. Yes, this is the story of Jarmen Kell and the 40 Thieves. You will start It is really a point
You follow the onscreen instructions to Lets start with Team 1. You are to hijack the automobile
ferry. Hey.
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